A friend of my family recently developed cancer. He is an otherwise healthy 50 year old man with a good career and a happy family. He does not smoke and lived an active, healthy lifestyle. He has no significant family history of cancer. As recently as this past summer, he was a high-functioning, ambitious person. His largest concerns probably revolved around how he was going to fund his retirement and put his children through college. The only warning signs he had that an inoperable cancer was growing in the occipital lobe of his brain were brief episodes of visual disturbance. He tried to ignore them for a while, but they became more frequent and severe. He went to see his family doctor and as he went through the various imaging studies and biopsies of a work-up, he gradually had to grapple with the fact that his life was going to become very different and potentially much shorter than he had ever seriously anticipated. After having endured several rounds of chemo, this once energetic, outgoing person appears drained of vitality. He does not have the presence of mind to make basic decisions and has stopped working months ago. All his family and friends can do is wait and hope that somehow he will recover or at least be able to enjoy his remaining days.

In Canada, 136,000 people were diagnosed with cancer in 2002 and 66,000 people died with the illness as the primary cause. 38% of Canadian women and 44% of Canadian men are expected to develop cancer over their lifetimes. According to the recently released World Cancer Report, the global incidence of cancer is expected to rise 50 percent over the next seven years. The greatest single variable in this extrapolation is the expected increase in living standard in the underdeveloped world. This is partially accounted for by extended life expectancy as infectious disease and war play less of a role in mortality. More people will be able to live into the sixth decade and beyond, when cancer strikes the most. One third of the increase can be attributed directly to the adoption of a “western lifestyle” and all of the unhealthy consumptive habits this entails.

When faced with a new cancer diagnosis one might attempt to pinpoint a preventable provoking factor. The victim may have smoked or worked in a hazardous industry. Maybe he did not exercise enough or ate too many fatty foods. One looks at the numbers, however, two-thirds of cancer cases cannot be directly attributed to such factors. This means that 25% of Canadian women and 28% of Canadian men can expect to develop a cancer over their lifetime that is not the direct cause of lifestyle. The instigating and perpetuating factors of cancer may be purely genetic, they may be the PCBs that were buried close to the patients’ houses or they may be the pesticides on the spinach and broccoli they ate.

Being exposed to such figures about this random killer could affect your outlook on life. It might lead one to spend a little less time at work and a little more time with one’s spouse, kids or motorboat. It has inspired some doctors and scientists to work harder, however. Cancer need not be a death sentence and hope is what a cancer victim needs the most when she is diagnosed. Cancers that were once fatal can now be cured with treatment ranging from a minor surgical procedure to a major ordeal by radiation and chemotherapeutic drugs. Hope for the cancer victim stems largely from research into cancer and techniques that are developed to slow or halt the progression of the illness. Cancer research, when successful, can be a triumph of human spirit over one of the most brutal aspects of nature.

In this issue, we have three articles on the topic of cancer and its treatment. Nick Power (Med III) presents the results of an investigation into the management of cancer of unknown primary (“Current Diagnosis and the Management of Cancer of Unknown Primary site in NS, Canada”, page 7). Jonathan Gaudet (Med III) looks at the outcomes of the surgical management of brain metastases (“Outcomes of Patients Undergoing Surgical Resection of a Brain Metastasis”, page 13). We also have a historical perspective on cancer treatment from Shannon Macdonald on page 31. We hope that the information from these articles will contribute to the reader’s arsenal of knowledge against one of the worst killers we all must face in our careers and personal lives.
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The E600 biological research microscope with Nikon's revolutionary CF160 optics provides dramatically improved performance in all applications.
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**BUILD YOUR FUTURE WITH US**

At Ross Memorial Hospital a major expansion and renovation is underway to be completed by 2003. Positions are available immediately in Family Medicine (including locum), and opportunities exist in some specialty areas. The hospital has 155 beds to be increased to 218 by 2003. Last year, the Hospital welcomed three new surgeons to our staff. Ross Memorial Hospital (Lindsay, Ontario) serves a population of approx. 80,000, and lies in the heart of the Kawarthas, an hour from Toronto and one half hour from Peterborough, offering an outstanding lifestyle and a wide range of educational, recreational and cultural amenities. Attractive financial incentives are available.

For more information, contact:
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(705) 324-7030
Email: recruitment@rmh.org
Web site: www.rmh.org
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